Product Development Support Engineer

Purpose:
Join a real team with a real project and support development tasks as a junior level engineer. We currently have the following projects:

- Development of application for a next generation image sensor
- NoSQL database evaluation/acceleration
- Development of analysis tool for vehicle driving data
- Development of in-vehicle computer

Duties:
Mainly evaluation and testing of our product, partner’s product, and/or competitors’ products. For a higher-level engineer, we may assign some development tasks.

- Must have
  C/C++ programming skill
  Linux (Ubuntu, Centos) user level skill
  Basic NoSQL Database knowledge (User level)
  Basic server system knowledge

- Nice to have
  Software test design skill
  Linux developer level skill (Device Driver development, Kernel hack, etc)
  Embedded system knowledge
  Advanced NoSQL Database knowledge (Administrator level)
  CUDA programming skill
  Machine learning knowledge

Fixstars Solutions, Inc.
Contact: Israel Imru
imru@fixstars.com

Irvine, California

Salary:
$17 - $30 / hour (depending on skill and performance)